
   

 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Transportation Demand Management Subcommittee Notes 

 

Members in Attendance  

 

Rick Michaelson (At-Large)  

Jeanne Harrison (NWDA) 

 

PBOT Staff 

 

Rae-Leigh Stark, Northwest Parking District Liaison 

Zena Rockowitz, Parking Program Specialist  

  

Permit Exceptions   

 

Rae-Leigh shows the 15 businesses that requested the most permits; 5 businesses requesting over 50 

permits. 80% FTE is the maximum allowance or up to 50 permits. Businesses requesting more than 50 

permits must get an exception from the SAC.  

 

Subcommittee discusses that SAC could consider changing the maximum allowance of permits up to 

70% FTE. Rick doesn’t think SAC has authorized over 70% FTE before. Rae-Leigh will send a one-page 

memo to the committee on the exceptions process. Rae-Leigh will speak to employees who are 

requesting up to 50. July 28 is the deadline to submit exceptions, (if decided by the TDM 

Subcommittee). August 11 is when businesses present exceptions to Subcommittee, and August 19 is 

when the TDM subcommittee will make recommendations to the SAC.  

 

Pedestrian Lighting Plan  

 

Ped PDX plan is used to figure out the scope for the pedestrian lighting plan. Ped PDX prioritizes from 

high to low: pedestrian districts, major city walkways, city walkways, and neighborhood walkways.  

Rae-Leigh will send links to Ped PDX plan.  
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Rick says the whole district is a lab and they need to look at the hot spots. Will need to decide which 

streets to look at and think about which streets people avoid, which are dangerous. Ideas include 

evaluating all intersections and prioritizing or looking at south of Northrup and East of 21st, looking at 

subdistricts. Rick does not want to spend too long evaluating, so that changes can be made. Will need 

to think about using internal staff or a consultant. If COVID weren’t a factor, PSU students could collect 

data. There are easy and more difficult fixes (e.g., lowering streetlights would be easier fix).  

 

Rae-Leigh shows map of prioritization and street designations to see if subcommittee agrees on the 

pedestrian priority network. She reviews strategies and actions for lighting and visibility: providing 

adequate lighting for pedestrians and improving visibility at crosswalks. Discussed strategically looking 

at high crash corridors, under-served areas, pedestrian priority streets, as well as evaluating the need 

for vision clearance guidelines at crossings. Jeanne notes new lighting standards might be needed.  

Overall, want people to feel safe walking.   

 

Rae-Leigh reviews Portland’s lighting level guidelines. Will likely need PBOT lighting engineer and will 

need list of 4-5 intersections in Northwest to see if streets meet their guidelines.  Will select small 

committee to work on this, made up of SAC, PBOT planning, NWBA, NWDA.  Jeanne wants subset of 

the neighborhood to be Zone M.  

 

Transportation Wallet 

 

Rae-Leigh presented an update on the New Mover Transportation Wallet. Currently designing a 

graphic for property managers to advertise the free Transportation Wallets to help sell renting in NW. 

Rae-Leigh will reach out to property managers once the graphic is finished and will ask them how the 

New Mover Transportation Wallet program is working – are people not moving because of COVID or is 

there not interest in the program? 

 

Zena presented an updated on the Golden Wallet. The website is up-to-date and requires low-income 

verification from TriMet. Zena is currently working with Home Forward to advertise the Golden Wallet 

to their residents. Once that is complete, we will be sending out postcards to all residents in Zone M 

advertising the Golden Wallet, and if they don’t qualify, the Transportation Wallet. Other ideas include 

advertising on social media and Streetcar stops in the NW. 

 

 

  


